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Political Unity and Religious Diversity: Hermann Conring’s Confessional Writings and the Preface to Aristotle’s *Politics* of 1637

Constantin Fasolt

Thomas Hobbes defined a person as someone “whose words or actions are considered, either as his own, or as representing the words or actions of another man, or of any other thing to whom they are attributed, whether Truly or by Fiction.” His definition distinguishes sharply between the person and the person’s words or actions. Of course the words or actions can be regarded as the person’s own. That would reflect our natural understanding of what a person is: a human being saying and doing certain things. But Hobbes stretches the natural understanding beyond its ordinary limits. The way he sees the matter, words and actions need not at all belong to the person saying and doing them. They can represent the words and actions of someone else. Indeed, they need not come from any human being: they can be attributed to things. Even if the attribution is grounded in a fiction, the person does not lose its reality. From Hobbes’ point of view, a person is like an actor appearing on a stage in one of infinitely many forms of play. The person is one thing, the role is quite another. The actor wears a mask. What lies behind the mask may never be revealed without undoing the very nature of the person.

Hobbes justified his definition by drawing on the meaning of πρόσωπον
in ancient Greek and persona in ancient Latin. But there was something more at stake than classical etymology. Hobbes was reacting to the strain that two opposing forces placed on early modern Europeans: on the one hand, deep uncertainty about the nature of religious truth, and on the other, the need to identify with some form of it. The writings of men like Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin and documents like the Augsburg Confession or the canons and decrees of the Council of Trent had never settled the question of religious truth. Each was lucid in its way. But they did not agree with one another and their interpretation was a matter of intense debate. Yet theologians, politicians, and ordinary folk all had to play their part in society. Emigration or the establishment of new communities in isolated places was taken up by some. But it was not for all, and minding your own business without disturbing others worked only so long as war did not come knocking on your door. War did come knocking, and soldiers came to ask if you were able to pronounce the shibboleth. What was you faith? Under those circumstances it made sense to heighten a distinction between the person and the person’s role that is basic to the human condition, but only on occasion raised to consciousness.

In just this fashion Hermann Conring (1606–81), professor of medicine at the University of Helmstedt and soon to become professor of politics as well, stepped self-consciously onto the stage of European confessional debate early in 1648 in order to impersonate a Catholic theologian. At the time negotiations for bringing the Thirty Years War to a conclusion had long been underway. But late in 1646 confessionally hackles had once again been raised by the publication of a Catholic memorandum maintaining that it was impossible to make real peace with Protestants. Ever among Catholics that position was regarded as extreme. Conring decided to respond with a book entitled Pro pace perpetua Postestantis danda consulaatio Catholica (A Catholic Recommendation to Conclude Perpetual Peace with Protestants). He had it published under the fictitious imprint of “a long-suffering German” (Apud Germanum Patientem) in the fictitious town of Fridenberg (actually Helmstedt), and he wrote it under the pseudonym Irenaeus Eubulus, which may perhaps be translated as “Peacekeeper Goodwill” without concealing the inelegance of a name chosen for no other purpose than to leave no doubt in the reader’s mind about the laudable intentions to which the author was laying claim.

Styling himself an Austrian theologian (Theolos Austricae) Conring pretended to write from a point of view quite different from his own. He did not even hesitate to refer to Protestants as heretics in formulating the central question that Irenaeus Eubulus sought to answer: “Is it possible for his Holy Imperial Majesty and the other estates of the Roman Empire to conclude perpetual peace with Protestants, that is, with heretics, without violating conscience?” His disguise worked so well that its effect was possibly not quite what he intended. His friend Lampadius (1593–1649), a leading voice among Protestants, wrote a preface welcoming the arguments of Irenaeus Eubulus. But since he did not know the author’s true identity, he also gave vent to his frustration that even moderate Catholics did not seem able to refrain from denouncing Protestants as heretics.

The Consulatio Catholica confronts historians interested in Conring’s views about religion with a difficulty similar to the one that led Lampadius astray. They can examine Conring’s performance of a role that he adopted in order to achieve a particular effect. But they cannot examine what Conring actually believed. They see a mask. But why did Conring choose to wear that mask? Was it a theological commitment? Or was it just a matter of pure politics? Was Conring seeking to subordinate religion to reason of state? Or was he quite on the contrary promoting religious unity? Did Conring have a kind of faith? If so, what kind? What, in short, did Hermann Conring think about religion?

Conring’s Confessional Writings

At first sight there may seem to be an easy road to answering these questions. The Consulatio Catholica was, after all, not Conring’s only writing on matters

---

1 For information about Hermann Conring’s life and works, see Constantin Fasolt, The Limits of History (Chicago, 2004), and Michael Stolleis, ed., Hermann Conring (1606–1681): Beiträge zu Leben und Werk (Berlin, 1983), henceforth cited as Beiträge.

2 This was the Indiciun Theologorum written by Heinrich Wangenreuck for the bishop of Augsburg in 1640, but not published until the end of 1646; see Fritz Dickmann, Der Westfälische Frieden, ed. Konrad Böggen, 4th edn (Münster, 1977), 413f.

3 Hermann Conring, Irenaeus Eubulus, Pro pace perpetua Postestantis danda consulaatio Catholica (Fridenberg [i.e. Helmstedt]: Apud Germanum Patientem, 1648), reprinted in

Hermann Conring, Opera, 7 vols., ed. Johann Wilhelm Goebel, Brunswick, 1730; reprinted Aalen, 1970–73, 2: 472–517, henceforth cited as Opera. About ten years later Conring republished the Consulatio Catholica as the first item in a collection of closely related documents, including Wangenreuck’s Indiciun. This time he published it under his own name and called the whole collection De pace perpetua inter imperii Germanici ordinis religione dissidentibus servanda libelli duo (Helmstedt, 1657). Twenty years after that he published a revised edition of the same collection under the title De pace civili inter imperii ordinis religione dissidentibus perpetuo conservanda libri duo (Helmstedt, 1577 [i.e. 1677]). This is the version reproduced in Opera, 2: 467–506. Note the omission of Germanici in the title and the shift from pacis perpetua in 1648 and 1657 to pacis civili perpetuo conservandae in 1677.

4 Caeterum quaecumque ardua est, num talis perpetua paci Postestantis, hoc est, haereticis, s.C.M. et reliquis catholicis imperii Romani Ordinibus salva conscientia posset concedi. Opera, 2: 473.

of religion. On the contrary, the evidence for his ideas about religion is abundant. How abundant can be illustrated by a quick look at the bibliography that William Kelly and Michael Stolleis compiled in 1983. Eighty-seven items on the list of Conring's published writings were printed in the thirteen years from 1648, when the Consilatio Catholica was published, to 1660, when Conring began to focus more exclusively on questions of politics (including both 1648 and 1663, but without counting either the numerous reprints that Kelly and Stolleis identify along with the originals, or the occasional German translations of writings that were first published in Latin). Twenty-five, more than a quarter, deal more or less directly with questions of religion; thirty-eight deal with politics, history, and law; and the remaining twenty-four deal with medicine, Conring's original profession.

Classifying Conring's writings in this way is of course a little arbitrary. How, for example, should one classify the Gründlicher Bericht von der landesfürstlich ordnung und der Stadt Bremen (Thorough Account of the Majesty and Jurisdiction the Territorial Prince and Archbishop Has over the City of Bremen) published in 1652? It deals with episcopal authority. Is that a matter of politics or of confessional dispute? Moreover, in the 1660s Conring wrote less about religion than before. Out of fifty-two items listed by Kelly and Stolleis for the years 1661-70, only eight were clearly devoted to religion. But that was still more than the six devoted to medicine, and it included a book that deserves to rank among the most important pieces Conring ever wrote about religion: the Pietas Academicae Juliae of 1668. The Pietas Academicae Juliae was Conring's public, emphatic, and systematic declaration in favor of his mentor, Georg Calixt (1586-1656), against Calixt's orthodox Lutheran opponents in the theological battles that had broken out in the open with the so-called Lateransische Händel in 1648 and raged into the 1680s. He had it sent to Protestant courts, consistories, and universities in order to ensure the recognition that he wanted. In Johannes Wallmann's judgment it played a crucial part in the single most important battle dividing Lutheranism after the Reformation by putting Lutheranism orthodoxy on the defensive. 11

There surely is no lack of evidence for Conring's views about religion. And yet it does not take long to recognize that the road to understanding Conring's ideas about religion is not as easy as the volume of the evidence suggests. True, he expressed himself often. But usually he expressed himself in terms that were defined by others. In fact, some of the items on the list of Conring's confessional writings consist entirely of works by other authors that Conring simply re-edited because he wished to publicize their views. Some consist of annotations on writings by other authors that he regarded as particularly important. Most commonly he reacted to attacks from his opponents. Such was the case with the Consilatio Catholica itself, provoked by the publication of Heinrich Wangenrecks Ludicus theologian. Such was also the case with the Vindiciae Pacificationis Oxonieenzen et Monasterienz, published in 1653 in order to rebut Pope Innocent X's annulment of the Peace of Westphalia. 12 And such was the case again with the Defensio ecclesiae Protestantum of 1654, to mention only three prominent examples of the polemics that constitute the bulk of Conring's confessional writings. 13

Most of the evidence, in other words, testifies to Conring's engagement with the views of others. Hardly ever does he seem to have written down just what he regarded as central to his faith. This is true even of a document as clearly designed to make one theological position prevail over another as the Pietas Academicae Juliae. Conring declares it quite unnecessary to engage directly with the writings of Calixt and his opponents. Instead he concentrates on defending the university and the church against the calumnies of their enemies on the grounds that even non-theologians must not remain silent when their well-being is under direct assault. What he himself believed remains opaque.

The problem thus is not simply that Conring relied on pseudonyms sometimes. The problem is that even when he did write under his own name, 13

11 Thus he edited the works of Georg Witzel and Georg Cassander, two sixteenth-century Catholic authors who had devoted themselves to the cause of religious peace. See Hermann Conring, ed., Via regia ine de controversiis religionis capitaibus conclusiis centuria, by Georg Witzel (Helmstedt, 1650), and Hermann Conring, ed., Georgii Cassandri et Georgii Wicelii De sacrati nostri temporis controversiis libri duo (Helmstedt, 1659).

12 See his Annotations in Gratiiis De veritate religionis christiana in Opera, 5:1-105. These were not published in Conring's lifetime.

13 Vindiciae Pacificationis Oxonieenzen et Monasterienz, a declaratione nullatius articulum arrogantes Pontificum temporum praedictum praecidualium, impudentis sati et audacter attentati ad Innocentium Papam X (London, 1653). This was published under the pseudonym Ludovicus de Montespero.

14 Defensio ecclesiae Protestantum adversus dua Pontificiorum argumenta, petita in consecutio episcoporum as prelatus ab apostolis asepe derivata (Helmstedt, 1654). Johannes Wallmann, "Helmstedter Theologie in Conring's Zeit," in Beiträge, 52 n. 43, suggests that the Defensio may have been written in response to a request from Johannes Schwartzkopff, the chancellor of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, who wanted arguments to counter the bad precedent that had just been set by the conversion of the oldest son of the count of Nassau to Catholicism. For more examples of Conring's polemics see Inge Mager, "Herrn Conring als theologischer Schriftsteller, insbesondere in seinem Verhältnis zu Georg Calixt," in Beiträge, 55-84.

15 The closest he ever seems to have come to venturing onto explicitly theological terrain is his De purgatorum animaherotiones in Ioannem Medewannem, Jesuitam (Helmstedt, 1651).

16 Pietas Academicae Juliae (Helmstedt, 1668), 10, 17.


9 Hermann Conring, Pietas Academicae Julia programmatum publica praeterovs et senatus academica adversus impudica et iniussa calumnies consilia et dubia in D. A. Staechi aperta (Helmstedt, 1668).

10 Johannes Wallmann, "Helmstedter Theologie in Conring's Zeit," in Beiträge, 36-7, 47-8, with references to the pertinent literature.
he did not expose his religious views to public scrutiny. No doubt he stood up for Calixt’s theology. No doubt he wanted to promote confessional coexistence on the basis of the Peace of Westphalia. That his writings breathe a certain spirit of toleration and that they are directed against religious intransigence is evident enough as well. Most certainly he thought that no form of religious intransigence was more important to combat than that which he attributed to the papacy. But what were the grounds on which he adopted those positions? Is there anything besides hostility to Catholics and good will for Protestants that holds his views together? Is there a principle, a system, some positive means by which we could attribute coherence to Conring’s religious views beyond the utilitarian truth that he opposed the papacy? What would that principle be? Is it theology? Is it faith? Is it philosophy? Or something altogether different?

There are no good answers to those questions in the existing literature. Few of the scholars who examined Conring’s life and works have paid attention to his ideas about religion, and those who did come to different conclusions. Ernst von Moeller, in what remains the most detailed biography, omits to deal with Conring’s confessional writings altogether.17 Erik Wolf, in an influential collection of biographical sketches of significant figures in the history of German legal thought, doubts that Conring was capable of any genuinely religious commitment. From his perspective Conring was an enlightened but somewhat shiftless rationalist with no real interest in religion, a cold and calculating modern thinker with little spiritual depth and a correspondingly weak sense of morality.18 Inge Mager agrees that Conring’s focus was on politics and that his writings on religion are too disparate to coalesce into a coherent theological position (Gesamtposition). Yet she seeks to defend Conring against Wolf’s insinuations of religious superficiality. She explains his reticence to engage directly in theological debate as the result of uncertainty about religious truth and disagreements with Calixt, and she insists that theology in Conring’s mind continued to function as an all-embracing form of knowledge (eine totale Kategorie).19 Michael Stolleis agrees that Conring’s views on theology are difficult to ascertain. But in sharp contrast with Erik Wolf he maintains that a strong faith in God supported Conring’s entire way of thinking. For Conring natural science was a means to study God’s design, human beings were obliged to follow God’s commands, and the mere pursuit of power was never legitimate. From Stolleis’s point of view, Conring’s ideas about theology lie at the very center of his thought.20 Perhaps Johannes Wallmann put it best when he declared that Conring the theologian is yet to be discovered.21

The purpose of this article is to contribute to that discovery. It proceeds on the assumption that the neglect of Conring’s confessional writings is not so much a deficiency in the scholarly literature as an expression of the sound intuition that the significance of Conring’s confessional writings is impossible to ascertain until the principles on which they rest are better understood. I will therefore refrain from a direct analysis of Conring’s confessional writings, not only for the pragmatic reason that there are more of them than can be studied here, but also because a direct approach seems methodologically premature. I will instead try to gain hold of the principles that held Conring’s ideas about theology together by focusing on the preface he wrote for his edition of Aristotle’s Politics in 1637 and dedicated to Duke William of Brunswick-Lüneburg.22

The Preface to Aristotle’s Politics of 1637

A preface to Aristotle’s Politics may not look like a good source of information about Conring’s views on religion. In fact, however, it furnishes a lucid statement of Conring’s most basic ideas, especially including his ideas about religion. It sketches the history of the empire, offers a diagnosis of the empire’s contemporary difficulties, defines the value of political science, and outlines

---

17 Ernst von Moeller, Hermann Conring, der Verkämpfer des deutschen Rechts, 1606–1681 (Hannover, 1915). The sole occasion on which Moeller touches directly on confessional questions concerns Conring’s decision in 1631 to accept a position in Brunswick in spite of his misgivings about Brunswick’s strict Lutheranism. See p. 28 for Moeller’s judgmental conclusion: “Wer weiss, wo er geendet hätte, wenn er damals Neun gewagt hätte und sich selber treu geblieben wäre? Tadel ihm, wer es darf Ich teue es.”


22 Hermann Conring, “Praeform in Politica Aristotelis ad illustrissimum Principem Do. Guilhemum Ducem Brunsvicensum et Luneburgensem.” in Aristotelis Politicorum libri octo, cum praenio H. Conrangi, ed. Hermann Conring (Helmstedt, 1637), 27–74 of the unpaginated front matter; pages 3–58 are reprinted in Opera, 1, 117–28. On the title page the preface is announced as Conring’s praefatio, but the text beginning on p. 3 bears no title of its own. It presents itself as a dedicatory letter to the duke, beginning “Illustissimi Principi ac Domino D. Guillelmno ... Feliciteram.” Later printings refer to this as Conring’s “Praefatio in Politica Aristotelis,” which is the title I shall use. Opera, 1, viii and 1, 117, uses the same title, but replaces Politica with Politicam. Note that the preface of 1637 is not to be confused with the “Introductio in Politicam Aristotelis” that followed the preface on pages 75–183 of the unpaginated front matter. The introduction, unlike the preface, deals with the text and arrangement of Aristotle’s Politics. The revised edition of the Politicam that Conring published with Daniel Heinssis’s Greek text in 1656, Aristotelis Politicorum libri supersites, ed. Hermann Conring (Helmstedt, 1656), includes a revised version of the “Introductio,” which is reprinted in Opera, 3, 457–90, but it does not include the preface of 1637.
the proper relationship between politics and religion with a programmatic clarity that leaves little to be desired. It was formulated early in Conring's career, when he was thirty-one, only one year after he obtained his doctorates in medicine and philosophy, and it was never superseded. Conring had it reprinted on at least three separate occasions. The first was in 1654, at the very end of his book on the boundaries of the Holy Roman Empire. The second was in 1666, in a collection of his preface and letters. The third was in 1677, in a revised edition of the very same Consolatio Catholica with which this article began. It shows not only that Conring continued to believe in 1677 what he had written in 1637, but also how directly his reading of Aristotle's Politics was linked to his understanding of the condition of the Holy Roman Empire and the problems of confessional co-existence.

The preface to Aristotle’s Politics of 1637 can be divided into three parts.23

In the first part Conring offers his diagnosis of the condition of the Holy Roman Empire, or German Empire, as he preferred to call it on occasion.24 In the second part he describes his plans for a therapy by means of political science, particularly political science as taught in Aristotle’s Politics.25 And in the third part he addresses the main obstacle preventing such a therapy from taking effect.26 That obstacle, of course, consisted of disagreements over religion. In a few clearly articulated steps the preface thus explains how the calamity of the Thirty Years War is related to the history of the empire, how the history of the empire is related to the study of politics, and how the study of politics is related to disagreements over religion. It presents the reader with a logical chain of reasoning that runs right through the center of Conring’s thought.

In order to gain a clearer sense of how that chain of reasoning was constructed, it will be best to describe the case that Conring makes in the order in which he made it. In part one Conring recounts the empire’s decline from the times of the Ottonians to the present. In the beginning, which is to say, up until the reign of Emperor Henry IV, the empire’s power was great. France, Poland, and Hungary were comparatively weak; Denmark and Sweden were more or less under the empire’s sway; and Italy was entirely under its control. At that time, Conring believed, the empire would have been able to withstand not just any one among its neighbors but all of them combined.27 Now, however, the empire has lost the power to determine its own fate, while Poland, France, the Ottoman empire, Sweden, Denmark, Britain, Russia, and Spain have managed to strengthen themselves, either by extending their boundaries or by centralizing power in the hands of the monarch.28

The causes to which Conring attributes the empire’s decline are manifold.29 He finds one of them in the natural warlike nature of the German people and the freebooting ways that manifested themselves just as soon as the troubles of Henry IV invited rebellion. Another consisted of the deplorable habit of.

23 There may have been more. Conring’s works were often reprinted, and the reprints often differ from each other in ways impossible to ascertain except by direct inspection. A complete census has not been attempted here.

24 Hermann Conring, De finibus imperii Germanici libri duo (Helmstedt, 1654), 858r misprinted as 878r–90. The pirated edition of this work published under the same title in the same year by Martin in Lyon does not include the preface to Aristotle’s Politics. The second edition published by Conring himself, however, De finibus imperii Germanici, edidit nova (Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1680–81), 854–90, does include the preface to Aristotle.

25 Hermann Conring, Epistolae hactenus impressae editae, quae suo volumine comprehensae, de varia doctrina (Helmstedt, 1666), 64–94. Goebel omitted the preface to Aristotle’s Politics from his reprint of the Epistolae in Opera, 6: 346–430, because he had already printed it together with the De finibus imperii Germanici in Opera, 1: 117–28.

26 Hermann Conring, De pace civili sive imperii ordinis religionis dividentis perpetuo conservanda libri duo, 2nd edn (Helmstedt, 1577 [1677]), 878–96. Following p. 372, the pagination of this volume is thoroughly garbled; cf. the corrections printed at the end of the volume. Counting forward from p. 372, the title of the "Praefatio in Politica Aristotelis" appears on p. 376, and the text on pages 377–413. This occasion Conring omitted to reprint the concluding pages of the preface, that is, pages 58–74 of the unpaginated front matter in the original edition of 1637, beginning with the sentence, "In quibus omnibus satis fortassis a costilii nobis esse potenter antiqua praetentae civilis monumeta, ne denuo Bodinian aequum quis cesset desiderandum." They offer a brief critique of Bodin’s account of the empire, describe his initial encounter with the study of political science, and praise his mentor Calixtus for his unique understanding of the value of political science. It seems likely that Conring decided to omit them because they were largely autobiographical, bound to personal circumstances forty years out of date, and did not add anything of substance to his argument concerning religious peace. As will be seen below, that argument was self-contained and ended with a nice conclusion of its own.

27 Since Goebel printed the preface to Aristotle’s Politics at the beginning of the De finibus imperii Germanici (Opera, 1: 114–485), one is led to assume that he reproduced the version Conring had included at the end of the De finibus imperii Germanici in 1654, and repeated in the second edition of 1680–81. But Goebel’s edition of the Opera does not contain the text of the autobiographical section at the end that is included here. He reproduced the truncated version that Conring published in De pace civilis, 2nd edn (Helmstedt, 1577 [1677]), 878–96 [misprinted pagination; see preceding note]. After Goebel had already published the first volume of the Opera, he discovered certain manuscript annotations concerning details of the

28 Opera, 1: 117–23. For Conring’s habit of referring to the Holy Roman Empire as imperium Germanicum see, among many other possible examples, the title of De finibus imperii Germanici.

29 Opera, 1: 123–5.
31 Opera, 1: 118.
32 Opera, 1: 122.
33 Opera, 1: 118–20.
German kings even prior to Henry IV to diminish their authority by alienating public goods, compounding their failure to distinguish properly between private and public finance. Then there was the power of the great men of the realm who only sought to build their own dynasties; the division of Germany into heritable counties; the ability of bishops to combine political and religious power in one hand; and Henry IV's miscalculations. When Pope Gregory VII launched his deadly attack against the empire, the authority of German emperors was effectively ruined. Most principalities became hereditary and the conferred of episcopalities and abbeys was removed from imperial control.

Political authority, Conring explains, depends on the ability to inspire fear or to distribute gifts. Once that ability was gone, the subjects of the empire lost their respect for its authority, escaped from central control, and concentrated on accumulating monarchical power over their own subjects. Conring acknowledges that this state of affairs is commonly referred to as the liberty of the estates. But in his opinion the liberty of the estates is but a euphemism for the servitude of the many to those few who managed to cast off the imperial yoke and concentrated power in their own hands in order to wield it all the more effectively over their subjects. The empire, Conring implies, was better qualified than the estates to serve the cause of liberty.31

There is one cause of the empire's decline, however, that Conring considers worse than all the rest. That cause is religious strife.32 Just when the creation of imperial circles was raising modest hopes that the empire's organization might recover some solidity, all hopes were dashed by civil war over the question of religion. Whether the religious disagreements were genuine or merely a convenient pretext for political advantage, there is no doubt in Conring's mind that they divided Germany into factions more bitterly opposed to one another, and more destructive of good public order, than anything previously seen in German history. All other troubles look harmless by comparison. For now the question is no longer merely how to preserve internal unity. Now the survival of Germany itself hangs in the balance.33

Conring's analysis of the empire's contemporary condition concludes with a gloomy assessment of the difficulties ahead. Inaction is certainly no option.

31 Opera, I: 120. Recent scholarship or the Holy Roman Empire would appear to corroborate that judgment more effectively than earlier generations of historians deemed imaginable; see James A. Vann, The Making of a State: Württemberg 1593–1793 (Ithaca, 1984); John Boyer and Julius Kirchner, eds, Politics and Society in the Holy Roman Empire, 1500–1806 (Chicago, 1980); and Karl Otmar Feickert von Anstein, Das Alte Reich, 1648–1806, 3 vols (Stuttgart, 1993–97).
32 Opera, I: 120–21.
33 On the imperial circles see Winfried Dotzauer, Die deutschen Reichsreise in der Verfassung des Alten Reiches und ihr Eigenleben, 1500–1806 (Darmstadt, 1989).
34 Opera, I: 118, 121.

Political Unity and Religious Diversity

If you are surrounded by other powers, you cannot preserve your safety by doing nothing. Where the goal is domination, your peace and tranquility are nothing but an incitement to others to reduce you to slavery.34

That German unity must be restored is obvious.

If we could act in harmony, and if we could agree with one another on what we want and what we do not want, there is no doubt that our immediate and our more distant neighbors could not harm our empire with impunity, even if they were all united.35

But it is difficult to see how national unity could possibly be brought about. In the first place, a people engaged in civil war is so deeply absorbed with its own affairs that it tends to forget its foreign enemies. It does not even recognize the danger it faces from abroad. It acts as though it were invisible to all the world and had none but friends beyond its borders. Hate for its neighbors can blind the weaker party in a civil war so thoroughly that, rather than face defeat at home, it expects salvation from enemies abroad and enters into alliances with foreign powers. That hardly helps the cause of unity.36

In the second place, an end to civil war is not at all the same as restoring national unity. Assume one party wins a decisive victory:

Who is there who does not want to dominate his enemies if he can, or would not wish to return the state to a condition that, if his wish came true, would make it impossible for him to be in the position in which he actually finds himself?37

It is, in other words, not merely impractical to try to reverse the results of civil war; it is logically inconceivable. The very desire to go back to how things were before the war broke out proceeds from memories of past injustices and fears of revenge that presuppose the destruction of the very condition the victor is pretending to restore.38 There is no going back. Moreover,

34 Neque vero inter potentes tuo quiescat. Ubi dominatus quaeritur, pas et tranquilitas tuae integritatem est scribuit. Opera, I: 123.
35 Ac certo non etiam nostrum hoc imperium vel uniti vicini populi omnes, vel remoriores quique laeserent impune, si concordes ageremus et idem volentes idem molestes consuleremus in commune. Opera, I: 123.
36 Quotus vero quisque est, qui, cum possit, non etiam veluti dominari hostibus devictis, aut rempublicam illo rursum loco cupiat esse, quo cum esset, ipse non poterat esse loco suo? Opera, I: 123.
37 The analytic precision of Conring's recognition that a difference in temporal location is sufficient to establish a categorical difference between otherwise identical sets of circumstances (the conditions that obtained before the war broke out, and the identical conditions that the victor would like to restore) is a good indication for his grasp of the logic of historical knowledge that forms the subject of Arthur Danto, Narration and Knowledge (New York, 1985).
the power to rule is too sweet, and no thing is commonly considered to be sweeter than the power to control one's enemies. [The unfortunate consequences of] victory in civil war should therefore not be held against the victor, but against whoever needlessly provoked the war. For starting that kind of war is malicious in the extreme, whereas refusing to abandon power won by arms is just a common human failing."

The unfortuante truth of the matter is that

a country divided by civil war is exposed to attack, not only from abroad, but from its own citizens, and from none more so than from those who manage to win a decisive victory, even if they happen to be your friends and share the same religion."

The clarity with which Conring rejects victory and the confessional belief of the victors as a reliable foundation for the restoration of political order is remarkable. But matters are hardly better if victory is any less one-sided. As soon as one party prevails, it will promote factionalism. Even in the unlikely event that civil war concludes with a perfect balance between the contending parties, the wounds that they inflicted on each other will be remembered "in a dark corner of the mind."

In sum, "the true friendship and firm association without which no commonwealth can flourish will not be easy to restore."

In the second part of his preface Conring proposes a therapy for the problems he has described in the first. That therapy consists of studying political science in general and Aristotle's _Politici in particular. He begins on a somewhat defensive note. He declares that he has no desire to impose his views on those who are obliged by birth or oath to care for the commonwealth. He seems to have feared that it might not have been regarded as appropriate for him to meddle in political affairs because his appointment at the University of Helmstedt obliged him to teach natural philosophy from 1632-37 and medicine thereafter. It was not until 1650 that he was formally appointed to a chair of politics. In his excuse he mentions the private ills arising day in, day out, from the convulsion of the public order. They make it impossible for him to remain completely silent. The common people have a right to complain about their suffering at the hands of the rulers of this earth, and they may even be obliged to raise their voices when the rulers of the earth are tottering. But the main reason why Conring regards himself entitled to speak out is that his business _negocium_ consists not only of knowledge in general _erudition_, but also of knowledge of politics in particular _civilitas sapientia_. Unless he is very much mistaken, Germany's ills flow in large measure from failure to heed the truth _philosophia_. No one whose job it is to teach true philosophy can therefore very well avoid addressing himself to Germany's political travails.

With this emphatic declaration that men of knowledge cannot fulfill their calling unless they accept responsibility for their role in politics, Conring hits his stride. He draws on the analogy with medicine. As a physician needs to know the illness in order to be able to demonstrate the value of medicine, so someone wishing to establish that political science _civilitas prudentia_ is not merely useful, but necessary to the common good, must understand the ills affecting the commonwealth. Ignorance of the principles of monarchical government is the reason why the kings of Germany lost their authority. Ignorance of the art of government led a misguided people into armed rebellion against its rulers. If political science had been properly understood, the authority of German kings would have survived intact, or at the very least Germany would have known how to transform itself into a proper aristocracy, on the Venetian model, and not descended into utter confusion. Just as neglect of political science has been the main cause for Germany's deterioration, so the study of political science affords whatever hope is left for Germany's restoration.

Where would a collapsing commonwealth find more effective assistance and protection from total ruin than in the doctrine that alone can tell what must be sought and what avoided in public affairs, that alone estimates both risks and damages, that carefully weighs hopes and fears, and that alone knows how to treat the disease?"

It may be worth stressing that Conring's understanding of political science is of course not identical with that maintained by members of the academic discipline carrying the same name today. The differences are significant. But
it is crucial to realize that he does regard it as a science. To be sure, his favorite way of referring to it is civilis prudentia. But he refers to it as politica scientia, civilis philosophia, and civilis sapientia as well. More important, the difference between civilis prudentia and politica scientia is not, appearances to the contrary notwithstanding, the difference between a virtue and a science. The difference is that politica scientia means political science as such whereas civilis prudentia means political science as applied in practice. The difference turns on a technical distinction in Aristotelian philosophy between the different ways (what Conring calls habitus, and Aristotle Είςγε) in which the same knowledge can manifest itself. Where that difference does not demand special attention, politica scientia and civilis prudentia can serve as synonyms. In Conring's view both are expressions of what he simply calls politia, and he leaves no doubt at all that politia is a science in the strict sense of the term. As he puts it in his Miscellaneous Thesis on Civil Prudence:

Prudentia civilis and politica are different words for the same thing. ... Civilis prudentia deals exclusively with the characteristics of bodies politic in and of themselves. Whatever is not characteristic of bodies politic in and of themselves falls outside the scope of politica scientia. ... We maintain that politia is a true science in the strict sense of the term. But it can also be considered a [kind of] prudentia, because an expert in this science is well equipped to govern a commonwealth.51

The significance Conring attributes to political science is evidently great.


50 For examples see the "praefatio de historiarum, Germanorum inprimis, studiis," in Hermann Conring, ed., De moribus Germanorum, by Tacitus (Helmstedt, 1635), in Opera, 5: 253-78; Theses miscellaneous de civili prudentia (Helmstedt, 1650), in Opera, 3: 277-86; De civilis prudentia liber unum (Helmstedt, 1662), in Opera, 3: 280-421; and Propolitis sue brevii introductione in civilem philosophiam (Helmstedt, 1663).


But he is careful not to exaggerate its power. Even political science cannot foretell the future. Political science can make predictions of a certain kind. But such predictions are subject to the same limits that circumscribe all forms of human knowledge. "Nature has hidden many things beneath a sacred cover, and no mortal human being is permitted to know everything."52 Again he draws on the analogy with medicine: in an acute illness predictions of recovery or death are never certain. Illnesses of the body politic are similar. To the extent that they are acute (acutum aliquid), they are subject to scientific analysis. But they also include an element of unpredictability (fatale aliquid). That element comes from God, and since it comes from God, it is only for God to know.53

One must accordingly distinguish between things that can, and that cannot, be predicted. But that does not detract from the value of political science as such. Much less does it afford an argument for predictions made on other than scientific grounds.

To the extent that such matters are possible to penetrate with human ingenuity at all, neither the stars nor the birds teach them to us, but only the oracles of prudence. They will more readily reveal the remedies for our ills to us than Delphi ever did to ancient Greeks. They are uncorrupted counsellors, free of hate, fear, and hope. For they alone keep their distance from the causes of such emotions.54

The oracles of prudence (prudentiae oracula). With that crucial and wonderfully telling phrase Conring establishes that the pursuit of science is not at all a matter of religious neutrality. As the jealous God of the Old Testament refused to tolerate other divinities, so the jealous God of science refuses to tolerate other forms of knowledge. Conring has nothing but contempt for oracles of any other kind and does not hesitate to brand them as superstition.

In such matters there is no reason for consulting Ammon, beseeching Delphi, inspecting entrails, observing the flight of birds, or questioning our Chaldeans last of all — methods we perceive to be dear to many people in spite of their having been repeatedly prohibited by divine and human law. Those kinds of seers are not
inspired to foretell the future by means of art or science. They are superstitious fortunetellers and impudent soothsayers who give directions to others without knowing their own way.  

Science can conquer superstition. But only if its advice is closely heeded. Science may not be taken up or dropped at will. While things were going well, it was perhaps permissible not to pay much attention. But in the face of Germany's destruction that is no longer so.

When the wind is favorable and the skies are clear, on the high seas, far from the rocks, the rudder can safely be entrusted to anyone. But on the sandbanks or when the north wind is raging, our safety depends upon the skipper. Thus, so long as the commonwealth is at peace, one need perhaps not always call on the counsel of political science. Under those circumstances even ordinary people picked randomly from a crowd can govern reasonably well. But now the world is being turned upside down. Every mistake can have a lethal consequence. Continuing to live according to the old ways under such circumstances, if I am not completely wrong, would both be a horrid crime and the height of madness.  

Science, moreover, is more than just an instrumental form of knowledge or a diversion for the curious, and it does more than merely to reveal the means by which Germany's unity can be restored. Science is in and of itself one of those means because it pleases God.

Not to want to know is in and of itself an offense against God, as wanting to know is to obey God's laws. Confusion spreading throughout the mind is certain evidence for the wrath of God.

Of course God helps the stupid every now and then. But that does not make stupidity a good example or a reliable defense.  

---

55 Neque enim est quod in his negotiis, aut Ammonem consulamus, aut petamus Delphos, aut speculiamus exar, aut ase obsecramus, aut sint exercitae Chaldei nostros interrogetus; quod munera etiam post interdicta divinaehumanaeque multis cereris esse familiare. Non enim sunt si aut aera divina aut scientia, sed supernatura vises, impudentes baliatis, qui si semina non sapienti aliis demonstraret eum. Opera, 1: 124.

56 Ut enim imperitum veniam esse negligentiae temporis anteaesse, haece certe piscis qui inueniant. Sic leget ut lege aut omne suum calce, inque alio, longe a rapibus, sine periculo clavus navigia cuius etiam consuevit iter Syttes vero aut depredantium Aquilionum ad solum tuto naufragium recurriturus; sic quaerit adhuc republica fortis licearet non advocare se pro prudentialius civilium in consilium, et poterint illum non male moderari vel de trivio humanitatis: at munera quando summa imis vertuntur, quamquem error qulibet habeas quid lethale, profecto moribus illis (in suis taliis) vivere et nefas magnum et summa deminua fuerit. Opera, 1: 124.

57 Nulam saperet, hoc ipsum est Deum offendor; ut velis, quis est legibus obsequi: certumque est divinae indicium iacra caligo muti offusa. Opera, 1: 125.

58 Opera, 1: 125.

59 Et certe placata summis indignatione, quam innumeris hacens peccatis irritavitus, restituendum ac laborando quasi posthumo in integra etiam esse, (quantum spero) Germanorum, redhibitus pristinum gentis decus, et libertate. Ordinum temperato Principatu, ut neque in hoc libidinem neque in illis licentiam habeatur mesetrum, sed sacra legum auctoritate cuncta in officio concinnata. Opera, 1:125. Posthumum is the ceremony by which Roman citizens who had been captured and fallen into slavery were restored to their civic rights; cf. Adolf Berger, *Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law* (Philadelphia, 1953), s.v. posthumum.

60 Opera, 1: 125.

and vain admonitions to Christian charity. Indeed, that Conring appears to have considered Christ's example as probative for Jews points to the limits of his own humanity. What follows, however, amounts to a radical assault on confessional identity. The crucial passage is worth quoting in full:

Here I will not engage in debates about the question whether any of the contending parties ought to be indicted for some kind of heresy, or to which of them the charge in fact applies. But this I do consider certain: true heresy does not consist of error, but of the pertinacity with which the error is maintained. Lethal ideas sometimes rise up in people of good character. There is no inconsistency between having a Catholic mind and holding a heteric opinion, just as a person acting with entirely good will is capable of committing injuries. What is it that moves us to think worse about each other than Salvian, priest of ancient Marseille and a man of undisputed sanctity, thought of the Arians? "They are heretics," he said, "but unknowingly; they are heretics only in our eyes, not in their own. For they are so certain of their own adherence to the Catholic faith that they charge us with heresy. What they are in our eyes, we are in theirs." And a little later he adds, "Thus they err, but in good faith, not out of hatred of God or partiality, but believing themselves to honor and love God. Although they may not have the right faith, they judge it to be the perfect love of God. No one can know how they are to be punished for the error of their false opinion on judgment day, except the judge himself."

Relying on Salvian for support, Conring thus draws a radical distinction between the quality of a person – what he calls the *ingenium* – and the beliefs that person may express. He insists that in and of itself there is no necessary relationship between the former and the latter. A good person can do bad things out of good will; a person with a Catholic mind can hold heteric opinions; and though Conring does not say so, one suspects that he considered the reverse equally true: a bad person can do good things out of bad will, and heretics can hold Catholic opinions. There is no uniform relationship between character, action, and belief; human beings are no more able to judge the quality of a person than to predict the future. As only God can know whether or not the sick will actually die, so only God can judge who actually is a heretic.

From this premise Conring goes on to draw a series of momentous conclusions. First, he acknowledges the terrifying power of belief to blind those whose belief it is to the possibility that others may hold their own belief in equally good conscience.

Great is the power of inveterate belief over both parties, as if it had been mixed with mother's milk, like a disease that, if it is exacerbated by partisan zeal, strikes its victims deaf and blind. as Galen agrees, and that if we believe him, is more impossible to cure than leprosy.

Second, Conring does not abandon his conviction that heresy exists and must be punished. But he defines heresy on grounds entirely different from religious belief.

The true heretic is someone who is driven by arrogance or love of fame to found or foster a sect and who disturbs the public peace of the church with factions.

Religious belief thus is irrelevant to prosecutions for heresy in all courts but one: the court where God himself presides. A few years later Conring would justify the irrelevancy of religious belief on two specific grounds: first, because invincible error constitutes a valid defense, and second, because it is strictly impossible to determine whether the error on which any particular instance of false religious belief could be said to rest is invincible or not. As far as human courts are concerned, that leaves only deliberate and freely acknowledged violations of conscience and disturbances of the public order as potential grounds for heresy.

Heresy thus turns on action, but only action of a specific kind, namely, action that divides the good of the individual from that of the community.

---


63 Magna scilicet vis est in utramque partem opinionis indole, quaeque cum materno lacte immultus est, si accuratissimis sectae studium, monibus, Galeno etiam ex meo judicio, quavis scabie insanabilis, qua qui tenetur, si eadem credamus, cuoci acceperi seddi consuetum. Opera, 1: 126. Cf. Wittgenstein's beautifully clear statement of the same basic point, "One can mistrust one's own senses, but not one's own belief. If there were a verb meaning to believe falsely, it would not have any significant first person present indicative." Ludwig Wittgenstein, *Philosophical Investigations: The English Text of the Third Edition*, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (New York, 1958), 190.

64 Non ego praeve pervicaciae sum patronus, nec veniam peto vere haereticos hominii, h. e. quem arrogansa aut nominis amor secundum facta condere aut fore, quique factionibus turbat publicam Ecclesiae tranquillitatem. Opera, 1: 126.

65 See Conring's letter "De haeresi et haereticorum poenis" of 23 June 1641 (Feria IV Tertitatis) to Justus Gesenius, Opera, 6: 631–3.
You may believe what you like, and in a sense you may even do what you like; but you may not divide yourself from the community. To believe that your own good is incompatible with the good of all is arrogance and love of fame; to act on that belief is to promote a sect; to continue to promote a sect when asked to stop is pertinacity; and pertinacity must be restrained.

Third, Conring distinguishes sharply between followers and leaders. He has no mercy for instigators of heresy. Nor are their followers to be regarded as completely free of blame. But since the followers are not themselves propelled by partisan zeal, the proper course of action is not to threaten but to enlighten them. They suffer from a deception. Force possibly have to be used, but it must never even seem to be directed at their destruction. They must be treated gently until they understand that their opponents hate, not their persons, but only, exclusively, their beliefs.

Fourth and finally, Conring insists that public peace does not depend on the establishment of religious unity.

I want nothing other, illustrious Prince, than that each and every one of us in our entirety be called upon in earnest to face the perils disturbing our commonwealth, so that minds presently torn asunder and dispersed by faction will be restored to concord and devotion to the commonwealth in every way. There is no reason whatsoever, not even the religious controversies by which we are afflicted, not to separate our private opinions from the pursuit of concord and public peace. For the religious hatred engaging our citizens does not arise from the law of faith, but from a mindless superstition.

Here Conring's argument has reached its culmination. It is not faith but superstition that causes hatred and religious war. Superstition, not true faith, maintains that only one kind of religious faith can lead to peace. Superstition forges a meretricious bond between the common good and individual opinion that only accomplishes the opposite of what it promises. It makes people hate their neighbors and judge them in lieu of God. It blinds them to the truth that their own faith looks as heretical to others as other faiths look to themselves. True faith must be emancipated from slavery to superstition. And that can only happen if the pursuit of peace is segregated from the search for religious truth.

In his concluding observations Conring describes the task that lies ahead.

He quotes church fathers like Cyprian, Optatus, and Gregory of Nazianz to support his view that friendship with people caught in religious error is possible. He evokes the ideal of a commonwealth united with Christ in body, blood, and soul and balances it against the looming threat of a division like that which Rehoboam and Jeroboam caused between Israel and Judah. And he concludes with a call for an end, not only to military hostilities, but also to the relaxation of public morals and the manifold forms of crime to which the war has given rise.

What is the point of pondering the strength and the authority of law amidst pure violence and crimes that have long since forced every law under their power and now undermine the very foundations of the commonwealth? Justice suffers in any kind of war, and our military has long since become corrupted. But in a civil war, as ours has mostly been, the very idea of law dies too.  

Conring does not profess to know specifically how obedience to the laws is to be restored. But that is not his task. "In human affairs the story is always the same; only the persons change."  

There is accordingly no better course of action than to heed the remedies for civil war that Aristotle advocated centuries ago. Conring concludes with an expression of his hope:

that in reality things will turn out for us the way they do for trees when they are split apart by wedges. As the splits close up again with extraordinary force and in a single instant the moment the wedges are removed, may all of us return to concord and unity the moment those who now divide us at their pleasure have been cast out.

Political Unity and Religious Diversity

By no means every point that Conring made was new. His quotations from the church fathers alone are enough to show how deeply he was indebted to antiquity. Tradition, moreover, had long held that heresy did not simply

---

66 Opera, 1: 126.
67 Ego vero nihil aliud volo, illustissime Principis, quam iuris in quibus patria versus tantum temporibus achaissius, omnes homines, quidquid umnum, scire admodum, ut armis dividus et factionibus distractis omnibus modis reducatur ad concordiam et communi reipublicae studium: nihil vero esse, nec religiones quidem quae laboramur controversias, quam saltem a curis concursum concursum pacis civils cogitationes nostras iegemus: quod enim hinc hostilia inter eves odio exercentur, non tam piestatis legi fieri quam inani quadam superstitione. Opera, 1: 126.

69 Eadem quippe semper fabula agitur humanarum rerum, tantum mutatur persona. Opera, 1: 128.
70 Scipo autem nobis usu eventurum, id quod arborebus qui cuneis divelluntur. Scilicet ut ille exsuscit cuneis magnis impera unoque momento ad se reductus, ita ad concordiam acque unitatem reddimus nos omnes, ubi rejiciuntur, qui nos ad itinarem suam distrahunt. Opera, 1: 128.
Dismantling Confessionalization

Consist of heterodox belief. Conring's stress on pertinacity was not unprecedented. Nor could it be said that Conring was fully satisfied with every aspect of his argument. He waffled over St. Paul's treatment of heretics. As late as 1641 he wrote to his friend Justus Gesenius that he felt unsure about the proper penalties for heresy. He did not yet have much to say about just how he envisioned religion and politics to be related in the future. It would take time and further writing before he could speak with confidence about the difference between natural and revealed religion, the principle of human fallibility, and the impossibility of knowing who held heretical beliefs, as opposed to the possibility of knowing who disturbed the public order.

And yet, when all due qualifications have been made Conring's preface to Aristotle's Politics of 1637 testifies to a basic shift in the relationship between religion and politics. In Conring's mind the boundaries between the sacred and the profane were redrawn in such a way that religious diversity could be envisioned without any necessary threat to political unity. In 1677 Conring would say it clearly:

Without mentioning examples from antiquity, our age itself exhibits many cases of flourishing commonwealths in every corner of the world where there is much religious diversity without any damage to political unity.

The main ingredient in this shift was the elimination of confessional belief from the relationship between the person and the political community. Confessional belief, Conring maintained, was utterly irrelevant to the question whether a person did or did not qualify as a good member of the community. Given the fierce intensity with which people had staked their existence on one or another kind of confessional belief, and the violence to which that intensity had given rise, Conring's elimination of confessional belief from the equation was hardly without risks. That is perhaps sufficient to explain why he published his Consultatio Catholica under a pseudonym. But something more fundamental was at stake than merely the desire to avoid the risk of exposing his person to attack. At stake was a new understanding of belief. In Conring's eyes there was no necessary link between the quality of the person and the belief the person held. Confessional belief became an independent variable. Confessional belief could be adopted, abandoned, changed, defended, and debated without any necessary danger to the integrity of persons or their participation in the commonwealth.

This was the point that Conring made, if only by implication, when he referred to Protestants as heretics while posing as a moderate Catholic theologian. The point went deeper than simply to admonish people to keep their confessional beliefs to themselves. The point was that their identity could not be drawn from their beliefs at all, whether they kept them to themselves or not. Here the treatment of religion and politics was made to depend on a boundary dividing character from belief that no mere human being could ever cross. The link between confession and politics was broken.

This was a radical position. It rested on the conviction that, as a matter of principle, human beings are not fully in charge of their identity. The mask was no exception, donned merely on certain dangerous occasions to hide what otherwise would have been plain to see; it was the rule and what hid was never seen, not even by the person wearing it. As Hobbes was going to explain in his Leviathan, without a mask there could not even be a person. Religious diversity was therefore not an option; it was part of the very nature of political communities.

Conring thus stands for principles that we identify with the Enlightenment. He turned confessional belief into a matter of opinion and opened the way to modern politics. He spoke explicitly about the light of truth, the darkness religious passions cast on the mind, and the clarity with which the mind's eye can perceive the truth as soon as passions have been dispelled by reason. "Once affects no longer cloud the mind's eye, it will see clearly the sunlight of the truth, on which our vices now cast darkness . . . ."

He praised gentle speech as the best teacher. He placed his trust in science and focused his criticism on superstition.

And yet it would be a profound misunderstanding to characterize Conring as a secular intellectual. The enlightenment for which he called arose directly from the desire to contain religious violence. That shaped its character. Neither the violence nor its religious motivation would simply disappear. Instead they

---


2 "De haeresi et haereticorum poenis" of 23 June 1641 (Feria IV Trinitatis) to Justus Gesenius, Opera, 6: 632.

3 Most of his uncertainties seem to have been settled by 1646. See his second letter "De haeresi et haereticorum poenis" to Gesenius, dated 28 May 1646 (Opera, 6: 633-6), and especially his Exercitatio politica de majestatis civitatis auctoritate et officio circa saecrum et humanum (Opera, 4: 615-43). Conring returned to the subject much later in his Exercitatio politica de majestatis civitatis auctoritate et officio circa saecrum (Opera, 4: 605-15). Also informative is a letter "De immortalitate animas" of 7 October 1659, to Rahaus von Carstein (Opera, 6: 638-9), and a letter "De pacis et concordiae ecclesiasticae desideri" of 19 January 1674, to Gerhard Titius (Opera, 6: 636-8).

4 As ne ad vetera provocem exempla, haec ipsa aeris nostra passion terrarum plurimarum habitum longe florentissimae republicas, ubi circiter civilis concordiae dispensiam magna satis obtineat religionis diversitas. Opera, 2: 468, from the letter of dedication to the 1677 edition of the Consultatio Catholica.

5 Ino fest, ut affectum purus mentis oculus clave perspiciat caligantem nunc virio nostro veritatis solem . . . . Opera, 1: 127.
Religious zeal is bitter and lacks science. I mean the kind of science that is first of all chaste, then peaceful, equitable, obedient, full of mercy and good fruits, without deceit and not in the least bit insincere. We pursue the truth, but we mature with charity. That kind of science constrains anger. It is kind. It does no wrong, it is not puffed up, it does nothing dishonorable, it does not seek its own advantage, it does not get irritable, does not contemplate evil, has trust in everything, has hope for everything, and sustains everything.\(^7^9\)

Science went into battle against religious superstition. But the difference between science and superstition was not at all that only superstition drew on oracles. Both drew on oracles. Both claimed religion in support. The difference was that only the "oracles of prudence" (prudentiae oracula) spoke the truth. The truth was that no human being was qualified to judge, because each human being wore a mask that hid one's true identity from all but God. Whoever denied that truth, maintaining that human beings were defined by their confessional belief, was afflicted by a terrible disease, blind to the light of reason, inciting religious war and Jewish zealotry. Victims of that disease had lost the means to yield voluntarily to reason. They deserved, for their own good and that of the community, to be gently retrained.

There is therefore a darker side to Conring's vision. Conring explicitly held out the hope for restoring Germany to a fully Christian form of unity, and explicitly opposed it to the example of the Jews:

What if sweet speech were to bear such fruit that Reboam and Jeroboam, Juda and Israel, Jerusalem and Samaria would exist no longer in our midst? What if the wall between us were to come down and we, who have the same blood and share the same commonwealth, were to have the same Christ as well, and the wounds that our disputes have inflicted on his body were to be healed, and his tunic, which even military furor was once ashamed to rend, but which we have torn into innumerable pieces, were to be repaired? ... For since the church is the soul of the commonwealth, the commonwealth can be said to be contained in the church with no less truth than it was once denied by Optatus of Milevis in another sense.\(^8^0\)

\(^7^9\) Zelus iste zelus amarus est, et carens scientia: illa saltem, quae primum quidem casta est, deinde pacifica, sepea, obscuras, plena miseritia et fructuum bonorum, aliqua dissectiones et minus simulae. Veritatem sequens, sed adulescentia proraet cum charitate. Illa vero invenies, benignae est, non ego perperum, non inflatam, non ego indicavis, non quamque quae tua sunt, non ectorum, non cogitias multum, omnia credit, omnia speras, omnia suscitat. Opera, 1: 126.

\(^8^0\) Quid, si et in nobis dulcis sermo istum fructum pariat? Ne videlicet amplius et in nobis sit Roboam et Jeroboam, Juda et Israel, Hierosolyma et Samaria; sed intergenro parenti contracto, qui unius sanguinis uniusque singus reipublicae etiam unius singus Christi, coalescentibus vulneribus, quae eas corpori dissidia nosse infiltrantur, et separata eis unica quam militaris furor elim scindente eruit quidem, nos autem innumeris in partes divisum. ... quique quam anima quasi reipublicae sit Ecclesia, adeoque non minus vere dicit possit, rempulpacione in Ecclesia esse quam vere id olim alio sensu negavit Optatus Milevitanus. Opera, 1: 127.

were translated into a modern idiom designed to remove them from contention without at all forsaking their religious core. Henceforth society would be devoted to the pursuit of justice, truth, and reason. Henceforth people were going to be free to hold whatever religious views they liked. But people could never be allowed to hold the view that their identity as members of the political community depended on their religious views. That was something quite different from just one other kind of permissible confessional belief. That would have undermined the order that Conring hoped to bring about and threatened the very reason of the Enlightenment with madness and insanity. That was, in short, the modern equivalent of heresy.

One may of course legitimately wonder what to call the belief that religious belief can vary independently of a person's ability to play a constructive role in the political community. One may call it secular on the grounds that it separates politics from religion, particularly confessional religion as practiced in early modern times. One may also call it religious on the grounds that it constitutes a first principle of social order that can neither be deduced from reason nor proven by empirical observation. The same goes for its opposite. But however such a belief ought to be classified, Conring was very clear about the target against which it was directed: "mindless superstition" (inanis superstition) particularly if it took forms approaching "the furors of Jewish zealots" (furores Judaeorum zelatorum).\(^6^6\)

It should therefore come as no surprise that Conring regarded the pursuit of science and political unity as matters commanded by Christian faith itself. He did not hesitate to draw on St. Vincent of Lérins's classic definition of the Catholic faith in order to define exactly what he had in mind when he spoke of the sunlight of the truth:

Once affects no longer cloud the mind's eye, it will see clearly the sunlight of the truth, on which our vices now cast darkness, so that all of us shall embrace that which is truly Catholic, that is, what has been believed everywhere, always, and by all.\(^6^6\)

The scientific truth that Conring advocated was Christian to its very core. His reliance on the ancient fathers of the church was more than antiquarian. He insisted that science was joined to Christian virtue.

---

\(^6^6\) See above, p. 338 and n. 67.

Surely the form of science and Christianity to which Conring subscribed was novel. No doubt the disassociation of religious belief from political life helped put an end to religious war and made way for the creation of political communities that no longer needed to define themselves in terms of Christian confessions and that were even capable of promoting, or at least permitting, the integration of the Jews. But none of that eliminated religious passion from those battles with superstition into which the oracles of prudence led the modern state, much less religious tension between Christians and Jews.

In sum, the preface to Aristotle's Politics that Conring wrote in 1637 shows nothing more clearly than the logic by which the desire to restore the unity and power of Germany from the great damage it had suffered from religiously motivated violence resulted in the translation of an old form of religion into a modern one. The old form was confessional Christianity. The modern was the worship of science, reason, and the state. What that modern religion required its adherents to believe remained uncertain for some time to come. But that should be no reason to blind us to the ambiguous relationship that it established between truth and power. Conring's insistence on freeing the person from a politically debilitating identification with confessional belief was liberating for the moment. But it offered no guarantee that the justice of that liberation would never be used to sanction the exercise of force in ways possibly more unfettered, and therefore more tyrannical, than force used explicitly in the name of Christ.

This goes some way towards explaining the conflicting judgments about Conring's religious views. Erik Wolf is entirely right to observe that Conring no longer shared the religious commitments of preceding generations. But he is thoroughly mistaken in concluding that Conring had no genuinely religious commitments at all. They just happened to be commitments of a different kind. Inge Mager is equally right to point out that Conring's religious commitments need to be taken seriously. But she misses the mark when she says that Conring lacked a theological "Gesamtposition." Not to have such a position was Conring's position. Stolleis, it seems to me, has it exactly right: Conring's pursuit of science is impossible to understand apart from his ideas about God, nature, and theology. Precisely how Conring's confessional writings helped to promote the new combination of science and politics with Christianity remains to be investigated in detail. But that they did so by placing a religious sanction on the line dividing confessional belief from science and politics should now, I hope, be clear.

In retrospect, perhaps the most intriguing historical detail about the preface to Aristotle's Politics may well consist of the princes to whom Conring dedicated it over the course of its career. In 1637 he dedicated the original to Duke William of Brunswick-Lüneburg. In 1654 he republished it in his book on the boundaries of the German Empire and dedicated it to the Great

Elector Frederick William of Brandenburg. And in 1677, four years before he died, he included it in his revised edition of the Consultatio Catholica and dedicated it to Frederick, son of the Great Elector and future King Frederick I of Prussia. He made a point of repeating his worries about the unity of Germany, and expressed the high hopes he placed on the rulers of Brandenburg because of their exemplary ability to maintain political unity while allowing for religious diversity. In and of themselves, those dedications can hardly bear the weight of much historical interpretation. But seen in the right light, they point directly to the conjunction of science with religious toleration and the rise of the modern state that used to shape European history and may, for better or for worse, not yet have lost its power.

---

81 De finibus imperii Germanici libri duo (Helmstedt, 1654); pp. 3–6 of the unpaginated front matter; reprinted in Opus, 6:373; cf. Giobbel's remarks in Opus, 1: vii–viii.
82 De pace civili inter imperii ordinis religiosae dissidentes perpetuo conservanda libri duo, 2nd edn (Helmstedt, 1577 [1677]), pp. 3–10 of the unpaginated front matter; reprinted in Opus, 2: 468–9.
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